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Abstract

This article studies the social protest of the 1280s in the main cities of the county of Flanders. The protestors were a very heterogeneous group, because wealthy tradesmen, craftsmen and middle class artisans united forces to fight their common enemy, the established families that had governed the cities for many decades. The protesters had a shared, distinct and insistent identity. They presented themselves as the meentucht, a vernacular translation (or better: a contemporary interpretation) of the Latin communitas. The use of this term as a basis for their self-definition justified their protest because the rebels saw themselves as the true commoners of the city.
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The history of rebellion and political conflict fascinates medievalists. The thrilling stories of bellicose Jacques, ransacking Ciompi and murdering peasants in the English countryside in 1381 attract amateurs and scholars of history alike. The same is true for the medieval history of the Low Countries. Historians have extensively examined the numerous revolts and political conflicts that took place in present-day Belgium and the Netherlands between circa 1280 and circa 1580. As they have shown, this densely populated region, which consisted of many small principalities and wealthy cities, faced violent conflict between powerful factions, fighting amongst the elite, uprisings of craft guilds, struggles between artisans, and so on. In his study of the moral and political society of Brabant and Flanders, the main principalities of the Low Countries, the nineteenth-century historian Léon Vanderkindere even described the Low Countries as le paradis des luttes sociales.1 As a result, historians have at their disposal many publications covering who rebelled in the prosperous cities of the Low Countries, when they did it, and why; what rebels did and said; and if they succeeded in changing policies, or not.2 However, the scholar who searches for a work on the identity of these people rapidly becomes disappointed. Most of the existing literature on urban identity in the Low Countries deals with the identity of an entire city, or the identity of the population of a particular region, while a study on the self-representation and distinctive characteristics of subordinate urban groups has yet to be written.3 In this article, I will provide an initial, tentative approach to this topic and also raise many new questions.

Much depends, of course, on what is meant by ‘identity’. Even though there are a number of works which define and specify the term ‘identity’ and its use, scholars still do not agree on the exact definition of this concept. Some scholars, such as the American sociologist and follower of Bourdieu, Roger Brubaker, even claim to have excluded this term from their analysis, because it is vague and inherently contradictory. He argues that, in its focus on the connections between people and their similarities, ‘identity’ refers to the fundamental similitude of a group of people. At the same time, ‘identity’ points to the uniqueness and collective ‘selfhood’ of a people, because it concentrates on aspects that distinguish individuals or groups from
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4. To overcome this ambiguous word ‘identity’, Brubaker advises focusing research on less congested categories of thought, such as peoples’ identification and self-categorization, commonality and connectedness, or self-understanding and social location. Following Brubaker’s advice, I will focus on one specific aspect of the research on identity. I will use this term to refer to the perception people have of themselves. Although I am well aware that reconstructing peoples’ self-portraits is only one of several optional approaches to (the history of) their identity, it is, in my view, necessary if we are to understand their distinctiveness. In short, the ‘self-understanding’ of social protesters in the late medieval town, the focus of this article, refers to the practical sense that people had of themselves and their social world.5

Medievalists rarely find sources which give insight into the individual self-consciousness of citizens, because rebels have left us only those documents in which they collectively expressed claims. They give us insight in the insurgents’ ‘collective identity’, which is above all a communicative construct or a ‘discursive fact’. This means that collective identities are expressed in a group’s qualitative description, formulated by the consensus of the group. Consequently, a study of the ‘self-portrait of a group’ (or better yet: the self-painted ‘group portrait’) must focus on a close empirical reading of the relevant features of the relationship between people and their surrounding world.6 To explore the identity of social protesters in the Flemish cities, it would be worthwhile to investigate the names they gave themselves in their uprisings. Historians typically use ‘anonymous’ terms, such as the ‘crowd’, the ‘mob’, or the ‘poor’, to describe rebels. In this article, I will look at the terms rebels used to represent themselves to the people whose rule they contested. This requires finding documents written by the social protesters, which is not an easy task.

It has long been recognized that we cannot use chronicles and repressive documents to study the identity of these people. Such texts usually describe rebels in negative terms, because in them, the elite writers were trying to legitimise their repression of the uprisings by their Maecenas. For example, French chronicles, written at the courts of the counts of Flanders, the dukes of Burgundy, or the kings of France, used words such as chiens esragiés (Jean Froissart), bestes (Philippe de Commynes), rudes crueux sattelites de tres basse condition (Jean Molinet) to describe Flemish rebels.7 Documents written by the social protesters themselves are harder to find, because these city dwellers were often illiterate. If they did write documents, the authorities usually destroyed them during the repression phase. However, city subjects sometimes wrote documents such
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as petitions (also called requêtes, Suppliken, gravamina, etc.). These documents were written versions of specific complaints about governmental policies which had been presented orally to the authorities. Everywhere in late medieval Europe, but especially in the cities, subjects composed such texts. While the petition writers occasionally succeeded in influencing the town’s decision-making process, usually they were not effective. Even though the documents were often lost or destroyed if the movement failed, large numbers of petitions survive in some cases. The plethora of recently published overviews and studies of petitions show how fruitful the research on these documents can be for the history of subordinate groups.8

Petitions have not been widely used by scholars who study the political history of the Low Countries, because these documents survive only in a few cases. However, there are documents in which subjects complained about their rulers’ government available from the very beginning of the ‘rebellious period’ of the history of the Low Countries (which started in the 13th century and ended in the 16th). In the 1280s particularly, urban dwellers in the county of Flanders protested against the exercise and abuse of power by their rulers. The surviving documents are useful sources for the identity of ‘rebels’, because they are the oldest known texts written by subordinate groups in the Low Countries. Though most of these texts were studied by historians during the twentieth century, their language and discursive context have not yet been analyzed in detail. The analysis below intends to scrutinize the discursive construction the text composers used to present themselves in order to legitimise their protest. Therefore, this article concentrates on the identity of the ghemeente, the term that the ‘commoners’ of the Flemish cities used to portray themselves. It will show that these people cleverly used existing discursive registers of political thought to express their wishes, while they subverted the meaning of words used by the town’s elite with the aim of legitimising their expressions. This talented use of language may explain the success of the instigators’ collective actions in the 13th century, although it must be remembered that the town rulers could not ignore the social and economic power, and therefore the military potential, of these people.

1. The 1280s in the Low Countries

In the 1280s, the Low Countries entered a new phase of their political history, the stage of ‘civic emancipation’.9 In the first phase of ‘communal emancipation’,


begun in the 12th century, the Flemish cities became relatively independent from ecclesiastical and territorial powers. In the 1120s, Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, Lille and other cities had successfully fought for political recognition from the count of Flanders and his sovereign, the French king. The cities gained political privileges which made its elite, mostly prosperous merchants, a politically autonomous power in the county. As in the Italian city-states, the ruling urban families not only governed the city, but also the surrounding countryside, while noble power declined. In the cities, these families owned large blocks of land on which less privileged town dwellers worked and lived. As elsewhere in Europe, the cities were governed as a ‘commune’. In practice, this meant that the leading families ruled the city by common consent among themselves, without interference from the count, or the lower social strata.10 These lower groups, however, became politically important during the first half of the 13th century. Economic growth in these decades, when Flanders was at the crossroads of international trade between the Baltic and Mediterranean Seas, allowed many skilled labourers and middle class merchants to accumulate wealth. In the mid-13th century, they started to organize themselves in religious confraternities. The urban elite was still able to control these subordinate groups by establishing, and then leading, the resulting corporative organisations. But in the decades that followed, the leading city merchants could no longer keep the lower classes from fighting for political recognition. The phase of these groups’ ‘social emancipation’ had arrived.

The same struggle, sharing similar characteristics, broke out in different areas all over Western Europe. Between 1245 and 1320, the towns in Northern France, Brabant and Flanders proved to be a real seedbed for social turmoil.11 Petty commodity producers in the craft-guilds formed a new kind of middle class, distinct from both the patrician families who had monopolised politics in the past, and the unorganised lower-class proletarians and marginal groups. In 1245, the first strikes (called takehans) took place in Douai, and were repeated in 1276.12 In 1252 and 1274-5, the textile workers of Ghent went on strike. In 1275, a group of protesters even succeeded in overthrowing the existing Ghent city government and electing a new board of aldermen, though two years later the ruling families (called the ‘patricians’ in the historiography) managed to regain control over urban institutions. In 1280, a general revolt of labourers spread across the county. Disruptions of international trade, such as the interruption of the English wool trade in the 1270s, could provoke merchants into joining rebellions. Scholars have described revolts in Tournai in
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1279-1281, Saint Omer in 1280-1283, Ghent in 1280, the *Cockerulle* in Ypres in 1281 and the *Moerlemaye* in Bruges in 1280-81. While each of the 1280s rebellions had its distinctive features, the general recession in commerce and industry explains why they occurred simultaneously. The key to understanding this massive wave of revolts lies in examining the infringements to the social, economic, and political position of ordinary craftsmen —and peasants, as rural revolts broke out also in these years— coming from multiple directions and intensifying in the final decades of the 13th century.

The study of the petitions urban rebels presented to their city government, or to (representatives of) the count in these conflicts sheds light on the rebels’ social background and demands. As elsewhere the protests of the late 1200s were led by a conglomeration of people, mainly connected by collective protest against the regime’s abuse of power. Local conditions, such as the existence of craftsmen or frustrated tradesmen who had been excluded from power, determined the precise social background of the protest. In Bruges and Ghent, for instance, the uprisings were led by *nouveaux riches*, though the majority of the protesters belonged to the craft guilds (some of which were still being formed). In both towns, factional divides within the urban elite gave rise to an alliance between one of the ostracized factions and craft groups, who were using the factional split within the urban elite to further their own political ends. In the end, however, the coalition between the wealthy tradesmen and the less powerful craftsmen disintegrated, as some of the ‘frustrated families’ were allowed into the urban government. Although the craftsmen did not obtain power, it would not be long before they rose up again. In the beginning of the 14th century, a general revolt of Flemish craftsmen broke out and continued until they obtained political rights following the Battle of the Golden Spurs (July 1302), a defeat for the patrician elite of the towns.

*Multipliciter sunt abusi*, the Ghent commoners wrote to the French King Philip III on 7 November 1275. In this and many other petitions, their social protest strategically
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targeted misbehaviour by political elites to complain about autocratic rule in the cities. Moreover, the petitions claimed that they were written in the general interests of everyone—pro utilitate communi—in the words of the Ghent document. A close reading of the demands of the 1280s social protest reveals that political questions were foremost in the rebels’ petitions. As elsewhere in Europe, the spark that ignited the artisans’ rebellion was fiscal, but the fact that anti-tax sentiments or concerns about fiscal mismanagement progressed rapidly to constitutional levels suggests that artisans were deeply concerned about issues that went beyond their pocketbooks to encompass the structure and maintenance of the community.18 Their principal desire was the restoration of communal harmony instead of familial and factional conflict.19 During the revolt, protestors pinpointed two objectionable practices: financial excesses, in the form of heavy taxation, exploitation of people’s property and work, corruption, and similar abuses; and misgovernment, in the form of arbitrary policies, unfair judgments, improper use of coercion, violation of rights, and other malfeasance.20 Rising taxes might often inflame people with anger in a difficult economic period, but as members of the commune who paid taxes to support its government, working citizens were more concerned that their commune be well-governed. Citizens denounced the unjust division and improper use of taxes by city oligarchs, not the taxes themselves. The taxes did weigh more heavily on those people who had the most meagre resources, which was a source of discontent. Going further, the rebels demanded direct control over city finances and urban policy through political representation. The period of turmoil ended only in 1302, after a number of craft guilds succeeded in winning the right of self-government and attaining political power in their cities. Indeed, in the end the revolts of the 1280s were successful, which explains why some documents from these conflicts were preserved and why they are studied intensively today.

Less thoroughly considered are the language these people employed to express their claims and the strategies they used to legitimize their demands in their redacted petitions. Before investigating the origins of the ‘nomenclature of 13th century rebels’, it is useful to review what existing research shows about language and strategies in later periods. As John Watts has shown for England, the meaning of words used to describe social groupings (such as the ‘commons’) changes over time, and probably over place as well. In 14th century England, ‘commons’ and ‘commoners’ referred to the entire urban community. In 16th century England, ‘commons’ and ‘commoners’ referred to the entire urban community. By the 16th century, the meaning of these words had shifted to be increasingly associated with the lower
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classes. So the terms ‘commonalty’ or *communitas*, which originally applied to the entire borough community, including mayor and aldermen, changed in meaning during the late 13th century; by the 14th century it was beginning to designate the mass of the citizens, as distinguished from the ruling body, or the so-called *probi homines* in the town. The same process happened in Flanders. In the 16th century *ghemeen* principally referred to the have-nots of urban society because it had become a term employed to describe radical rebels who formed the shock troops for the collective actions staged by the craft guilds. However, in 13th century Flanders, this term had a different meaning, although there was a discussion about its exact interpretation even in the 1280s. In Flemish towns different social groups used words like *communitas* and *ghemeen*, just as their counterparts in other areas of Europe called themselves *el pueblo comun*, *le commun*, and *die Gemeinde*. So the historian must be cognizant of which social group is under examination if he wants to know what these words mean.

2. The nomenclature of *le commun* and *het ghemeen* in the 12th and 13th centuries

In 1275 and 1297, political protesters in Ghent called themselves *le coumun* or *le commun de Gant*. In a letter of October 1280 sent to Robert of Béthune, son of the count of Flanders (as the count was in France, his son was the addressee), the Bruges ‘commoners’ presented themselves as the *meentucht*, *meintucht* or *meente*. *Die ghemeente van den Damme*, a small port near Bruges, submitted another petition to Robert in 1280. In this document, the Damme protesters also used the term *ghemeentucht*. In 1299 the *mentucht* of Damme complained to the count about the abuse of power by the local bailiff Jan van den Stene. Determining which social group composed these letters requires some analysis of these word choices. The middle Dutch words (*ghe*)*meentucht* and (*ghe*)*meente*, and the French term *commun* do not have the same literal meaning. While the word ‘commun’ is derived from

the Latin communio, ghemeente on the contrary (with suffix -te or -tucht) is a literal translation of communitas. Ghemeente is closely related to the German term Gemeinde, which is an eight-century loan translation from the Latin word communitas.27 The Germanic derivation of the words ghemeente (in Dutch) and Gemeinde (in German) is therefore based on a Latin original, just as the French, Spanish and Italian derivatives are. But what does it exactly mean? Communio can be divided into two parts, com and munis, and the same division applies to gemeen (ge and meen). The Dutch and the Latin word parts have similar meanings. Com and ge mean ‘together’; mein and munis stand for ‘contribution’, ‘tribute’, or ‘tax’.28 As combinations, the words communio and gemeen refer to a tributary people, or, in a political context, to a people who pay taxes together. The suffix -tucht or -te in ghemeente or meentucht might be understood in a similar way. Although the precise meaning of this suffix is unclear, it likely involves regulating order and the maintenance of discipline within a group.29 The suffix gives the word meentucht a political meaning, as it designates a distinct group of people with internal regulation, or better: a certain political authority.

The etymological origins of the word gemeen clarify why social protesters used it to identify themselves in their petitions of fiscal and political demands. The first use of the word in Dutch, at the beginning of the 13th century, strengthens this argument. Undoubtedly, the word gemeen was known before the 13th century, but vernacular texts on urban administrative affairs only begin to appear after 1200.30 The term is first attested in the statutes of the Ghent lepers’ house of 1236, though the text is clearly a translation from Latin. The statutes speak of de gemene nutscepe (“the common utility”) of the house residents regarding their welfare. In 1260, the term ghemeen appears autonomously in an agreement to build dikes and drain a polder undertaken by the ghemente van den lande (“the communities of the land”) in Saaftinge. In the third quarter of the 13th century, a text used the ghemente van Sente Pieters to refer to a village community of those living nearby the powerful abbey of Saint Peter’s in Ghent.31 These three records, the first uses of the word gemeen in Dutch, show that the term referred to a collectivity of people involved in

the administration of an economic concern, such as the management of a hospital, the government of lands protected by a dike system, or the rule of a village. Perhaps through representatives, the identified ‘common’ people collectively administered the group they belonged to, possibly by contributing financially to the collectivity. The word clearly was used on the countryside as well. Until the twentieth century, the word *gemeen* was connected to the common use of land in village communities and the government of *wateringen* on the coastal plain (i.e. the administration of lands enclosed by a dike system). At the regional level, the cities and the rural areas of Flanders collectively called themselves ‘the common land’ of Flanders (*gemene land*). Flemish subjects particularly used this term in their negotiations with the count in reference to payment of taxes and other political affairs.

In the 1280s, the composers of petitions might not have been aware of the etymological origins of the word *gemeen*, but they might have known about its historical roots (and, of course, these origins cannot be uncoupled). As historians know well, the word *communitas*, or ‘commune’, was a widely-used term to denote the privileged urban communities which obtained rights of self-government in different regions of Europe beginning in the 1100s. In the 12th century, inhabitants of port towns, embanked villages and fortified places in the northern regions of present-day France and Italy successfully fought for rights of political recognition. As the etymological origins of the word ‘commune’ indicate, these people had gained the right to govern themselves through the taxes they had formerly paid to lords, bishops and kings. *Communio* became a generic term for the people who lived in this privileged territory, generally labelled a *civitas*, inhabited by ‘citizens’ (*cives*), as Galbert of Bruges described the Flemish cities in his contemporary Latin chronicle. Even though the long-lasting debate over the existence of such ‘communes’ in Flanders continues, descriptions of these cities’ political characteristics in Galbert’s chronicle and other sources are remarkably similar to their Italian and northern French counterparts. In the same way that urban citizens in these regions did, Flemish burghers enjoyed rights to govern, judge, and tax themselves without noticeable interference from the count. Is it a coincidence that citizens who wanted to end arbitrary justice and taxation at the end of 13th century used the same terminology
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(albeit in ‘their language’, the vernacular) as their predecessors in the 12th century had? The social protesters of the 1280s were not related by kinship to the leading *civitates* of the 12th century (for protesters were governed by the descendants of those leading families who had fought for political recognition in the 1120s), but as citizens with citizens’ rights, they demanded political recognition and proper government of their city. These citizens seem to have tried to strengthen their claims and legitimize their arguments by using terms as *meente*, which hardened back to the ‘communal phase’ of their history.

Scholars of medieval communes have observed that leading families in the 13th and 14th century cities frequently used the terminology of the ‘communal phase’ of their history as a point of reference in the performance of their urban identity. Even in later stages of their history tax-paying citizens, such as the *pecheros* in Castilian cities, called themselves the *común* when claiming rights of political participation. In 13th century Flanders, it seems that not only the urban rulers but also subordinate groups effectively used ‘communal terminology’ to describe themselves. They claimed words such as *communitas* and ‘community’, albeit in ‘their’ language, the vernacular Dutch, while French was used in correspondence between urban rulers and the count, who spoke this ‘language of culture’ by preference. Furthermore, the use of *ghemeente* was a clever political strategy employed to justify the protest, as was the claim of the ‘commoners’ that they were acting for the ‘common utility’ of every townsman. A Ghent document of 1275, for instance, tells its readers that the commoners acted *por le profit et por le preu dou coumun*. Walter Prevenier and others have shown that concepts such as ‘common good’, and *utilitas publicas* were meaningless clichés during the entire Middle Ages, deployed by both rulers and ruled to justify their political actions. The vague connotations of these phrases might explain their popularity, but in Prevenier’s view (and I agree), the slogan ‘for the common good’ was a mobilising device, employed to convince bystanders that a contention was legitimate. The ‘commoners’ of the 1280s used discourse on the common good mainly to distinguish themselves from the urban administration, which they depicted as a selfish regime serving the interests of the ruling families. Moreover, the terms *ghemeente* and *meentucht* not only gave the protest much-needed

authority, but also conveyed a special political meaning. The protesters presented themselves as the true heirs of the 12th-century commune, rightfully —in their eye— claiming that the city should be well-governed. Using *gemeente* gave those who challenged the regime a certain political authority and juridical legitimacy. By intensive deployment of this terminology the protestors made clear that they did not want to overthrow the urban government. Although they may have intended the opposite, repeating that they were only interested in seeing that the privileges of the town were respected offered bystanders and higher authorities respectable reasons to listen to the protestors. This 13th century use of the concept of the ‘commune’ is reminiscent of battle-cries, “Wyth kynge Richarde and with the trew communes’ and ‘Communitatis!’, shouted by the English rebels in 1381, and of the cry *Wir sind das Volk* in the East German protests of 1989. In these collective actions, as in the 1280s, protesters claimed that they were the only true state of the realm, a shared characteristic at the core of their message and their identity.

3. ‘Elite’ vs. ‘popular’ discourses on social distinction within the city?

It is interesting to compare the language of the petitions from the ‘commoners’ with the discourse of social distinction used in elitist texts, such as chronicles written by clerics. Was there a difference in their descriptions of social distinction within the city? The narratives of many clerics justified the rule of towns by the *meliores* or *majores*, who faced continuous threat from the urban *minores*. This simplified black-and-white division of urban social composition was commonly employed by chroniclers composing social histories of the 12th-century communes. Italian chronicles spoke of the *popolo grasso* and *popolo minuto* to refer to the subordinate population (or the *popolani*). The word *populus* meant the total population of a town in classical Roman classical texts, and was similarly used by medieval chroniclers. Galbert of Bruges, for example, used the term *populus* in his descriptions of the inhabitants of Ghent and Bruges. Following Roman tradition, Isidore of

Seville and the so-called Decretum Gratiani (a collection of canonical law) divided the populus into the maiores and the plebs. Some chroniclers added an economic interpretation to these vague political categories, by dividing the social world of the cities into the dichotomous categories of ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ citizens. Predictably, none of them sympathized with social protest. Those who questioned or disturbed the existing social order were seen as devilish fiends, or animals who instinctively reacted to irrational impulses. This tendency to ‘pathologise’ or even animalise political resistance appeared in Galbert’s chronicle, when he denounced the popular protest of the minores as harmful to the total community.

As the social composition of towns diversified over the course of the 13th century, the terminology deployed to describe urban inhabitants diversified as well. In an era of growing social protest in Europe, Thomas Aquinas wrote in his Summa Theologica (circa 1270) about three categories of citizens: supremi or optimates (comparable to the Roman patricians), the medii or populus honorabilis (a new category of ‘middle groups’), and the infimi, or vilis populus (those at the bottom of the social ladder). Chroniclers of the Low Countries used a parallel discourse. In his description of the 1307 revolt of the commoners in Tournai, the cleric Gillis li Muisis distinguished the magnis who ruled the city (the civitas), or the gubernatores, cives et magiores civitatis (this is the so-called major pars of the citizens) who administered the communio, on one side. On the other, there were mediocribus and parvis who had to be controlled by their rulers lest the city fall into disorder. In 1316, Abbot Jacob of Muevin divided the Flemish population into potentes, nobiles, divites, mediocres et pauperes, with the latter three categories designating townsmen. It seems that chroniclers were well aware of urban social diversity, and that most of them sympathized with the urban elite (from which they often came). This tendency and terminology was reproduced

in other regions in Europe as well.50 One vernacular source also gives a telling example of the widespread use of this ‘tripartite description’ of social distinction in town. In a 1296 investigation of the causes of the social turmoil in the 1280s, the Ghent patrician Willem Utenhove divided the urban population into three parts. As a city official, he said that he had acted for the plus grant pourfit of everyone, namely the marcans, bourgois et au commun de le vile de Gand.51 The groups he named were, respectively, the hereditary families who had governed the city in previous year, the burghers who had citizenship rights, and the povres gens. Though Utenhove regretted that some citizens had been impoverished in the previous decade by factional divides between governing families of the city, he nonetheless tried to convince his readers to ignore the demands of the common people to abolish the political power of these families.

The 13th century royal officer Philippe de Beaumanoir, who mentioned the rise of the Flemish commoners in his Coutumes de Beauvaisis, was more understanding towards their political demands. Although Beaumanoir condemned the disturbance of social order—he remained a royal officer—he did not minimize the political desires of the citizens as much as his predecessors had. In his collection of customs Beaumanoir viewed the mobilisation of the poor and the ‘middle’ of the town (li povres and li moiens) as a rupture of public peace which had to be adequately punished.52 However, he considered their fiscal and political demands rightful, because the rich and the poor both should be taxed according to their estate.53 A similar view can be found in a contemporary chronicler who wrote in the vernacular language, Dutch, the everyday language of Flemish commoners. The cleric Jacob van Maerlant, who lived in Damme at the end of the 13th century and thus witnessed the protest under study, sympathized with the moral and political criticisms expressed by social protesters to urban rulers and the clerical elite. In addition, Maerlant used the terms meentucht van der stede or mentucht van der pord to
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53. Et adont il doit asseoir la taille en sa vile par loial enquête, aussi les riches comme les povres, chacun selon son estat et selon ce qu’il est mestiers a la vile, que la taille soit grans ou petite. Beaumanoir, Philippe de. Coutumes de Beauvaisis...: II, 271.
describe protesting crowds in his translation of the Bible in 1271. In other writings, he denounced clerics and officials who abused their power. So it is possible that Jacob van Maerlant was actively involved in the political turbulence of his time.

As in late medieval England, in Flanders rebels received assistance from lawyers, jurists and clerks who composed the rebels’ texts. The 1275 Ghent document quoted above, for example, was written by an anonymous *procureur dou commun*. Moreover, petitions generally used legal language because a text written in this language was more likely to be adopted in its entirety and promulgated as urban law by the government. The intertextuality of petitions, legislative documents, and chronicles which were written by (even clerical) clerks is not surprising. A pessimistic view would hold that protesters’ words were ‘filtered’ by clerks who autonomously decided which ideas should be recorded and sent to the urban rulers. However, such a view denies the agency of protesting groups. The fact that the clerks in question did determine the choice of words in these documents does not mean that the ‘commoners’ did not understand the ideas that were expressed, or that they did not grasp the political connotations and the historical background of the terminology which they continually heard and employed. These people likely identified with these terms and their meanings. Reifying a dichotomy between rebels’ writing and elitist texts oversimplifies historical reality. There was rather a permanent dialogue between rulers and ruled, and dialectical use of terms and ideas which were interpreted differently by opposing groups. The following section shows that we can understand the identity of social protestors only within this dialectical framework of interchangeable and malleable political ideas which could take on multiple interpretations.

4. The self-representation of the *meentucht* in the 1280s

As Gudrun Gleba noticed for late medieval Germany, the creation of the collectivity which called itself the *Gemeinde* at the end of the 13th century did not originate from a theoretical model based on prior assumptions, but from concrete pre-existing local structures which were already in place before the appearance of...
the Gemeinde in the sources. This means that each of these collectivities was shaped by the social conditions in which it arose, and that the ghemeente in a particular city of Flanders differed from the ghemeente in another city and another region. A historian must therefore take into account the local specific conditions surrounding the ‘commoners’ in order to clarify the particularities of their ‘self-understanding’. A close reading of the commoners’ petitions should allow us to determine how the Flemish ghemeente differed from those in German, French, Italian, or English towns. Although more research is needed on the precise social background of the people in question in order to understand the concrete meaning of many of their assumptions fully, it is possible to identify certain local characteristics of Flemish commoners. In particular, we can derive some economic, fiscal, political, judicial and territorial aspects of their self-image from the sources. Some of these aspects compare closely with those of other regions in Europe; others are less common.

To begin a reconstruction of the economic self-portrait drawn by the Flemish meentucht, the petitions particularly stress the affiliation of the meentucht with the embryonic craft guilds. In some cities, craftsmen had already formed ghilden (guilds), though most of them were still governed by members of powerful families. Since the petitioners charged that trade was controlled by the (alleged) arbitrary actions of these powerful clans, it is not surprising that the emancipation of craftsmen and the fair regulation of trade were two of their main requests. In Ghent, a main industrial cloth centre, the commoners logically asked for better regulation of the wool trade, que ce seroit pourfis au coumun. In the Ypres petition of 1280, the drapers asked for boines coutumes et boine lois (“good customs and good laws”) for the wool trade and drapery production, desiring non-discriminatory rules that would insure the commun pourfit of every townsmen. In 1280, they received this right and the city government’s order that drapers no longer could meddle in the affairs of other craftsmen. In the end, these demands led to the award of corporate privileges to the craft guilds in Ypres, just as craftsmen in other towns obtained the rights of economic self-regulation and political autonomy over the late 13th and the early

14th centuries. These economic rights and the prosperity resulting from the new regulations would be at the core of their corporate identity in the late Middle Ages.64

In the 1280s, however, the craftsmen still had a long way to go. In both Bruges and Damme in 1280, the meente demanded that craftsmen be governed by a proper administration, led by deken ende vinders, as the commoners of Damme demanded, elected by wie, ambachtslieden (“we, the craftsmen”).65 In these documents, the main characteristic the commoners seemed to identify themselves with was manual labour. The Damme petition invokes arme lieden diet winnen met haren leden (“poor people who make money with their limbs”) who pay more taxes than the rich (die rike).66 While combining ‘the rich and the poor’ was often a figure of speech used to indicate the total urban population (the Ypres document of 1280 referred to Toutes gens, petit et grant to indicate that all townspeople should obey the urban customs),67 the Damme petition seems to make the division between the rich and poor a reason for its demands, in same manner seen in several 13th-century German sources which explicitly named manual laborers.68 Because the ‘poor and the commonality’ (die arme ente ghemente) were severely hurt by heavy taxes, it stated, the meente demanded reduction of the consumer tax on beer.69 The economic situation faced by commoners and identification with trade and industrial activities seem to have been important aspects of their identity. Research into 15th-century petitions from the Flemish craft guilds has shown that economic justice would remain a significant element in the discourse of craftsmen in the following centuries.70

The stress which the petition of the ghemeente of Damme put on fiscal conditions shows that the petitioners were well aware how financially important they were to the city government. ‘Fiscal self-consciousness’ evoked demands to produce the public accounts of the city administration and to prohibit urban rulers from granting gifts without the consent of the “commonality which pays for it”, as the Bruges petition of 1280 phrased it.71 This particular demand was the initial reaction to a city ordinance promulgated by the Bruges authorities a few days before the redaction of the petition. On 28 September, the aldermen had ordered all lieden die ghelt ghegadert hebben in meentuchten (“citizens who had collected money in commonality”) to hand

67. “All people, small and big”. Doudelez, Gustave. “La révolution communale...”: 70.
these sums over to the authorities. The ordinance referred to a common practice in Bruges (and in other Flemish cities as well), of maintaining a bus, or ‘solidarity box’, in which craftsmen could choose (or, in some cases, were obligated) to deposit money to assist other members in times of need. The ordinance demonstrates that urban rulers feared the financial power of the craftsmen, who would, in fact, use the money to buy weapons in future years. More importantly, the statement reveals that the collective group had a specific political purpose for amassing the money because they collected it ‘in commonality’. The same ordinance ordered people not to meentucht van ghilde te makene (“make the commonality of a guild”), an indication that the urban rulers feared craftsmen’s political actions. In sentences such as the rebel’s demand to get what they had paid for, one can see the famous adage, ‘no taxation without representation’, or rather, ‘no citizenship without political participation’. For the protesters, their fiscal contributions to the city had to be spent on the common interests of every townsman. Their ‘fiscal identity’ had a political edge, which could not be ignored by urban rulers.

In a more radical expression from 1295, the li boene gent communaument de Nuefport (“good guys, together in commonality” of Nieuwpoort), a small port-town on the Flemish coast, pushed these political ideas further. In the citizens’ view, the count was supposed to maintain le commun pourfit de le ville, because comme il leur samble, uns communs pourfis doet aller et miex valoer de une singuliere personne. In his detailed study of the Nieuwpoort petition, Walter Prevenier connected these claims to widespread ideas of political equality, expressed by Thomas Aquinas, mendicant friars and other dissident writers, such as the English peasants who shouted in 1381: “When Adam delved and Eve span, who then was a gentleman?” Similar thoughts can be found in one of Jacob van Maerlant’s poems which was written during the turbulent decades at the end of the 13th century. He posed the central question in this type of moralist social criticism: why were there nobles, freemen and serfs, if all men descended from Adam? Maerlant wrote that
dee woord in die werelt
sijn, dat alle ‘mijn’ ende ‘dijn’. Mocht men die verdriven, pais ende vrede bleve fijn; het ware al vri, niemen eighijn. Manne metten wiven. Het ware ghemene tarwe ende wijn. Of course, these egalitarian statements were not ‘communist’ views from people who questioned property rights. After all, some of the 1280s protesters were tradesmen and middle-class craftsmen who had a relatively wealthy social position which they wanted to maintain. They questioned the political authority and even the wealth of their rulers because their rulers had not taken the interests of tax-paying fellow-citizens into account. As in similar conflicts all over Europe, the demand of equality in this context meant a desire for fiscal fairness, open access to the law courts for all burghers, and eligibility of all full citizens for political office.

Demands for fiscal equality and a kind of political equality did not mean, in the protesters’ view, that all inhabitants of the county should be equally treated by the count, for the protestors basically wanted to maintain their urban privileges. In the Bruges petitions, the demonstrators called themselves dien van der poert (“those of the city”). The Damme petition insisted that the die vrihede van der port (“freedoms of the city”) be maintained. In the first place, these demands sought to justify the social protest, since they were addressed to those who did not really care about local customs anymore (if we follow the protesters’ logic). But in the second place, these demands were intended to maintain the fundamental legal inequality of medieval society. In the complaints of the Damme mentucht in 1299, addressed to the local bailiff, who had arrested citizens ‘outside the city gate without process’, we can read a righteous charge against arbitrary justice, but also a claim for privileged judgment on the basis of advantageous freedoms (which people in the countryside did not enjoy). As medievalists know, ‘collective selfishness’ about personal freedoms and legal self-determination among commoners was a characteristic of every city in medieval Europe and a central feature of the political and judicial identity of townsmen.

The 12th-century ‘commune’ as the ideal against its antipode, feudal society with its alleged arbitrariness, remained a classic rallying point for ages to come.
liberties constituted the core of the local identity of many late medieval European citizens, who collectively defended their values and rights of self-determination when these were undermined by princes or intra-urban rivals.\(^{85}\) Some scholars compare this devotion to local customs and liberties to modern nationalism, as both belief systems stress the concept of an objective reality of nations or peoples as communities with collective political rights as well as shared histories and cultures.\(^{86}\) Some scholars note that such ‘nationalist’ political communities identified principally with the physical space in which their privileges applied.\(^{87}\) This holds true for Flemish cities, where commoners increasingly associated themselves with the physical territory in which they lived. As Martha Howell has written, the history of urban identities is not only a history of ideas and conceptualizations, but also a material history, a history of how physical spaces gave meaning to the concept of an urban whole, how these spaces defined and legitimised the political acts and other activities that defined the citizen, and how the concept of the urban ‘common good’ was realized.\(^{88}\) The citizens of Bruges called themselves ‘those of the city’ in the 1280 petition, a concrete expression of the equation of citizens with ‘their’ physical space during this period. Portions of the Damme petition of the same year show that the 13th century *meente* not only claimed public space in the literal sense, but that the commoners were also struggling to govern that space. In the text, the commoners charged the aldermen with corruption because they had not paved the streets, even though they had increased taxes for that purpose. The commoners also complained that the former mayor had demolished a reenforcement of the shores of the port’s main canal ‘that belonged to the commonality’.\(^{89}\) According to the petition he had allowed to build houses on this place. These complaints show that the commoners were concerned with the management of urban space and the concrete physical locations where they gathered and traded. The commoners, especially tradesmen and craftsmen, wanted a say in the construction of public buildings and the supervision of public space, because they contributed fiscally to the organization of that space.


Commoners voiced similar concerns in other cities. In the initial years after the craft guilds took over urban governments in the Flemish cities in the 1300s, Ghent, Ypres and Bruges carried out ambitious building programs in the contemporary, elaborate and self-assured Gothic style of architecture. As in other cities which had obtained rights of self-government in the past centuries, also in Flanders public buildings, such as a cloth hall, meat hall and, last but not least, a pompous city hall were built. These structures symbolized the economic wealth and the political autonomy of the citizens, who regarded the prestigious monuments as markers of their identity. In the same time period, they also created useful open space for gathering the craft guilds and selling merchandise, such as the ‘Great Market’ squares in Bruges and Ypres, and the Plaetse in front of the city hall in Ghent. Last but not least, they constructed new city walls or ramparts, which had a specific socio-political and legal use in addition to their military function. These cities already had walls raised during their struggle with the count to obtain the 1120s communal privileges, and immediately afterwards. Raising the walls was a symbolical act which distinguished the urban space from the less-privileged surrounding countryside for eternity. Building a second set of moats and ramparts around the city at the beginning of the 14th century was just as emblematic. With their wider diameter, the new fortifications incorporated the citizens of the former suburbs (where most of the craftsmen lived). The ambitious building campaign was the final act in the social emancipation of the commoners and their inclusion in the city’s political space. It was the materialisation of their communal identity.

5. Conclusion: a ‘communal identity’

In the last quarter of the 13th century, the Flemish city was in transition. Social groups which had been excluded from power struggled for social and political

---


recognition. The protest did not aim at overthrowing the social order, because it only questioned the authority and legitimacy of the ruling families. In this type of crisis two forms of legitimacy clashed. The legitimacy of groups who fought for political dialogue and participation ‘from below’ collided with the more static legitimacy of established power which was used to governing autocratically. Such a conflict should not be interpreted as the source of the great evils of its time, but rather as a manifestation of the vitality of medieval political society. In the same way, we should view the medieval protest of the 1280s as a vital struggle of newly emerging groups within the town. Their struggle was not a conservative effort to maintain privileges, as many have characterised medieval popular protest. The urban ‘commoners’, as they called themselves, fought for new privileges which would give them corporate autonomy and rights of political participation. They also forced the ruling oligarchy to be accountable for the management of urban space and the city treasury. While the protesters did not see their wishes fulfilled immediately, the principles of accountability, political participation and representation they demanded became the building blocks of medieval politics in the next few centuries, and of many later constitutions.

The social protest of the 1280s was very heterogeneous, because wealthy tradesmen, poorer craftsmen and middle class artisans united forces to fight their common enemy. The protesters had a shared, distinct and insistent identity. They presented themselves as the meentucht, a vernacular translation (or better: a contemporary interpretation) of the Latin communitas. As they held only their purpose in common (namely, gaining political power), and not their social background, it is not surprising that the protesters chose a general term to identify themselves. Every protester could identify with its meaning, which cleverly referred to a well-known discursive register of political thought. The point of reference of the terms like ghemeente and meente was the 12th-century ‘commune’, the sworn association which had the power to regulate and govern its own affairs. The 13th century commoners cleverly used the sophisticated discourse about these communes to define its self-understanding. I would not define meentucht as an ‘oppositional principle’, as Gudrun Gleba did, though she is right when she claims that terms such as Gemeinde


were used to undermine the authority of political opponents of the ‘commoners’.\textsuperscript{96} \textit{Communitas} was an authoritative principle that inspired the political acts of rulers and their subordinate citizens. Both parties saw it as an urban community, albeit perhaps idealized, in which rulers acted for the common interest of every citizen, although there was vehement discussion over whose particular interests were truly ‘common’.